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 “My” iCub collection

iCubGenova01 iCubGenova02

iCubParis01 iCubParis02

iCubDarmstadt01



iCub interacting with humans

learning through observation

All the code for replicating the experiments is available at :  macsi.isir.upmc.fr

learn new objects

acquire skills

stimulus for HRI

1. recognising human body during interaction

2. tracking the active human partner

3. tracking the human's gaze

4. teaching by demonstration & physical interaction

5. "variability" of naive subjects 

6. operator GUI for HRI experiments

Outline

http://macsi.isir.upmc.fr


 Visual pipeline for object learning

Entities: 
• objects 
• human arm/hand 
• robot arm/hand

learning through observation

1) Recognising humans is important!

Ivaldi, S.; Nguyen, S.M.; Lyubova, N.; Droniou, A.; Padois, V.; Filliat, D.; Oudeyer, P.-Y.; Sigaud, O. (2014) 
Object learning through active exploration.  IEEE Trans. on Autonomous Mental Development.
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Lyubova, Filliat, Ivaldi. Improving object learning through manipulation and self-identification, ROBIO 2013
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Human and robot identification improve object recognition

1) Recognising humans is important!



Anzalone, S. M. ; Ivaldi, S.; Sigaud, O.; Chetouani, M. (2012). Multimodal people engagement with iCub. Int. 
Conf. on Biologically Inspired Cognitive Architectures. Palermo, Italy.

2) Tracking the active partner



3) Gaze tracking (simplified) 

Ivaldi et al, Robot initiative in a team learning tasks increases the rhythm of interaction but not the perceived engagement, 
Frontiers in Neurorobotics, 2014



3) Gaze tracking (simplified)

non-familiar
(naive)

novice 1

novice 2

familiar



Ivaldi, Fumagalli, Randazzo, Nori, Metta, Sandini. Computing robot internal/external wrenches by 
inertial, tactile and FT sensors: theory and implementation on the iCub. 

HUMANOIDS 2011 & Autonomous Robots 2012

 Physical interaction thanks to WB compliance

F/T sensor

contacts 
by skin

Inertial  sensor Physical interaction thanks to whole-body dynamics,
compliance and torque control

4) Teaching by Demonstration



 demoForceControl => compliance4) TbD + demoForceControl

+ wholeBodyDynamics with iDyn or iDynTree



4) TbD + demoForceControl

Stulp, F.; Raiola, G.; Hoarau, A.; Ivaldi, S.; Sigaud, O. (2013). Learning Compact Parameterized Skills with a 
Single Regression. HUMANOIDS.

list of recorded 
trajectories



Droniou, A.; Ivaldi, S.; Sigaud, O. (2015) Deep Unsupervised Network for Multimodal Perception, 
Representation and Classification. Robotics and Autonomous Systems.

4) TbD + demoForceControl



4) TbD by non-experts !!  

experiments with 56 naive users 
aged 37±14 (min 19, max 65) 



Robot learning through interaction with humans … seen by a non-expert (journalist) …

Comics by Fiamma Luzzati  - Le Monde - April 2014



Robot learning through interaction with humans 5) people meet iCub for the 1st time



Robot learning through interaction with humans 5) a “simple” teaching scenario



WoZ << semi-autonomous + GUI  << autonomous
                    (operator control)

- interaction as “natural" as possible

- safety for robot

- safety for humans
red button is  

not enough!!

- rapidly prototype 
experiments

- handle runtime 
variability of 
subjects

requirements

goals

solution

6) current solution for HRI experiments



Robot learning through interaction with humans 6) current solution for HRI experiments

Comics by Fiamma Luzzati  - Le Monde - April 2014

experimenter with red button

operator with control GUI

big screen for the experimenter to monitor the robot status



6) operator control GUI: status markers

markers for beginning and
end of each task
!

(useful for post-experiment processing!!)

start

saved on the history log, 
to synchronise with 

dataDumper

end



6) operator control GUI: actions

list of primitives - 
“simple” actions

“complex” actions

parameters of
the actions

predefined grasps

history

actionsServer



6) operator control GUI: head+hands

"GOTO" 
predefined 
positions

hand positions

pre-defined grasps
and hand orientations

move head

GazeController

CartesianController



6) operator control GUI: speech

language selection

Pico (french)
festival (english)

pre-defined 
sentences

iSpeak2



6) operator control GUI: expressions

pre-defined 
facial expressions
!

(some are custom)

from configuration file



preview the loaded 
trajectory first on 
the

start/stop trajectory

list of recorded 
trajectories/movements

relative/absolute trajectory, 
type of control

duration of trajectory

file path

iCub_GUI

6) operator control GUI: trajectories



 … preview trajectories in iCub_GUI…



preview the loaded 
trajectory first on 
the

start/stop trajectory

list of recorded 
trajectories/movements

relative/absolute trajectory, 
type of control

duration of trajectory

file path

iCub_GUI

6) operator control GUI: trajectories



6) operator control GUI: playlist

the list of commands
executed so far:
they can be modified,
added or removed from 
a playlist

the playlist currently
created



each command of the playlist 
can be modified

6) operator control GUI: playlist



6) operator control GUI: playlist

playlist can be executed



6) operator control GUI: playlist

playlist can be stopped



6) operator control GUI: playlist

playlist can be executed from a 
desired location (e.g. start the 
sequence from a certain step)



6) operator control GUI: playlist

or only a single step/action can 
be executed
(very precautions approach!)



Take home message & future work

- The iCub must be aware of the human even if it is only supervising its 
tasks

- A simple joint attention system based on human gaze tracking already 
makes the iCub “alive” 

- Ordinary people are unpredictable: a human in the loop is better than a 
fully autonomous robot for studying HRI

- When ordinary people physically interact with the robot in a non-
scripted scenario, it is advisable to have an experimenter with the red 
button and an operator behind the operation control GUI

- Upload on github (code is currently available at macsi.isir.upmc.fr)

- Improve the GUI in terms of features, aesthetics and ergonomy

- Make a 2nd GUI that can be easily used by non-experts and ordinary 
people to program the robot by demonstration and simple interaction

http://macsi.isir.upmc.fr
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